Abstract-The paper deals with the problem of detection of imperfections of software quality evaluation. Existing currently models and methods of the software quality evaluation weakly take into account the systemic aspect of modern software, including they pay insufficient attention to emergent properties of software. Analysis of the known approaches of software emergent properties detection showed that nowadays these approaches are theoretical and only explain the nature of emergent properties. But these appoaches don't provide the prediction of the emergence and evaluation of the influence of emergent properties in the software system. So the methodologies of software quality evaluation require the significant development in part of detection, evaluation and prediction of emergent properties, and also in the part of full consideration of the subject domain information at the different stages of the software life cycle.
INTRODUCTION
The software is now present in almost all spheres of the human activity. The software defects and failures are threatening by the accidents that result in the loss of life, the environmental disasters, the significant time and financial loss. So the software quality is essential factor for its successful implementation and exploitation. The modern software is not ideal in terms of its quality.
According CHAOS report [1] , the following relationship of quality and non-quality (failed & challenged) software projects took place in 2012 - Fig. 1 . Statistics of software projects quality in 2012
Obviously, even attracting of the best professionals for the development of technologies and standards of software quality assurance don't guarantee the software quality. According to the modern definition of quality (as the extent of compliance the present characteristics and requirements [2] ), only 39% software projects are quality.
According CHAOS report, the statistics of the quality of small and large software projects is significantly different (Figure 2 ) -76% small projects are quality, but only 10% large projects are quality [1] . Figure 
2.
Statistics of the quality of small and large software projects
The researchers of The Standish Group International consider one of the causes of the low quality of the large software projects the increasing of the number of components (subsystems) and interfaces between them [1] . This conclusion is confirmed by the statistics of the projects on the basis of the function points, which is given in [3] : 35% projects with 1000 function points (FP) are non-quality, 50% projects with 10000 FP are nonquality, and 65% projects with 100000 FP are nonquality.
One of the causes of the low quality of software is also uncontrolled complexity. The developers don't understand that and as performs by software by the reason of this complexity [3] . The software becomes increasingly larger, then development of systems, that will integrated from the large number of components (subsystems) with the interaction interfaces between them, is the actual requirement.
The decline of the software quality can also caused by the neglect of some software peculiarities in the process of software quality evaluation and assurance. The research of modern models and methodologies of software quality evaluation [4] [5] [6] has shown, that nowadays they weakly consider the systemic aspect of modern software. In particular the insufficient attention is paid to emergent properties of software (that are an integral feature of the system).
In addition, the software quality may be low by reason of the insufficient attention is paid to the subject domain information at the different stages of the software life cycle. The quality of information, which the professionals operate during the software project implementation, its authenticity, classification, precision are not considered or insufficiently considered. Some information are carefully analyzed, and some -are not considered. The subject domain information with the low probability often rejected, but sometimes its probability is not estimated. New information can come at the different life cycle stages -as at the stages of requirements formulation and design, and at the stages of implementation and exploitation, -but it is often neglected. This neglect of subject domain information at the all stages of software life cycle is one of the critical factors during the software development.
Thus, the research purpose is the detection of imperfections of the software quality evaluation, which caused by the insufficient attention to the detection, evaluation and prediction of the software emergent properties, and by the insufficient attention to the subject domain information during the software life cycle.
II. EMERGENT PROPERTIES AND CONSEQUENCES OF THEIR DISPLAY FOR THE SOFTWARE
The term "emergent properties" can be found in the number of works, that devoted to software, but various authors differently interpreted this term. Let's analyze the known definitions of "emergent property" and "emergent behavior" - Table I . Emergent properties can be thought of as unexpected behaviors that stem from interaction between the components of an application and their environment. There is considerable disagreement about the nature of emergent properties: any unexpected properties exhibited by a complex system; or an application exhibits behaviors that cannot be identified through functional decomposition.
C.W.Johnson [14] 10
Complex systems often behave in unexpected ways that are not easily predictable from the behavior of components -emergent behavior Jeffrey C. Mogul [15] 11
Certain behaviors of a system of systems arise from the interactions among the individual systems and are not embodied in any of the individual systems -emergent behavior
Emergent behavior is that which cannot be predicted through analysis at any level simpler than that of the system as a whole. Emergent behavior is what's left after everything else has been explained G.Dyson [17] 13 Emergent behaviors are characteristics that arise from the cumulative actions and interactions of the constituents of a system-of-systems. Emergent behavior is inversely proportional to the degree of bondage between systems (the more tightly the component systems are coupled the less likely that the global emergent behavior will prevail; emergent behaviors do not arise in closed hierarchically structured systems), is non-linear and self-organized J.C.Hsu, M.Butterfield [18] 14
The set of dynamical mechanisms whereby structures appear at the global level of a system from interactions among its lower-level components is emergent behavior C.Rouff and other [19] So, the series of these definitions says, that emergent properties are properties, that can not be localized in the one component, but are the result of the components interaction. Some definitions point to the difficulties of the emergent properties prediction. Other definitions say, that emergent properties are the difference between the predicted and the realized design of software system, without revealing the nature of the emergent properties and their essence.
There are many other interpretations of the terms "emergent property" and "emergent behavior", but they are derived from the above definitions.
We will assume that the software emergent properties are the randomly appear properties, that are displayed in the process of the software functioning during the subsystems interaction through interfaces, and if there are the specific data and the external influences - Figure 3 . The conditions of display of the emergent properties
We will assume that the emergent behavior is the behavior of the software system, which is not typical to any separate subsystem, and emerges only during the interaction of subsystems; the developers didn't predict this behavior.
The emergent properties can positively and negatively affect to the software quality. The examples of the emergent properties include connection patterns in social network data analysis, trends in big data analytics, and power supply variation in smart grids due to provider competition [8] .
The factors of the modern software quality are less dependent on coding, but are strongly dependent on the requirements formulation and design [3] . The result is the fact, that the software incidents and accidents today include the new type of accident, that caused by the components interaction: each component has no defects (meets the requirements to it), but incorrect interaction between components leads to the problems. Nowadays the software components interaction accidents lead to major accidents by the reason of the increasing complexity of software systems and the impossibility of the prediction of all possible consequences of the components interactions [20] [21] [22] . The examples of software components interaction accidents are represented in Table II. The crash of plane «Superjet 100» [27] Incompatibility and inconsistency of software
The death of 48 people
Falling into the Pacific Ocean of three satellites in 2010 [27, 29] Error in software system integration
The impossibility of completing the GLONASS
The improving of the quality and reliability of only separate components of software systems cannot prevent such accidents because their cause is not a failure of individual components. High quality and reliability of components don't safeguard from such accidents. These problems are compounded by the fact, that nowadays the safety and reliability engineering analysis techniques FTA and FMEA are widely used. These techniques were developed to the detection of the failures of components, and they cannot be effectively used to the prevent components interaction accidents. The engineers have no other, more appropriate, tools for the detection of software system properties (including emergent properties) and for the prediction of interaction accidents [20] [21] [22] -and this is a problem. Figure 4 represents the results of the detailed analysis of forty-nine problem reports of the commercial aerospace sector, which are distributed in the following categories: affected properties, emergent problems, consistency problems. The emergent problems are problems, when no requirement was violated, but the actual behavior did not meet the designer's intent [30] . Problems, caused by the emergent properties, are 16.3% of the total. Cathegories of the problem reports
The emergent properties are not considered in the current approaches to the software development and the evaluation of its quality. So, these properties lead to permanent integration problems that explain high percentage of non-quality (failed & challenged) software projects [31, 32] . The reasons of the ignoring of the emergent properties have not technological, but methodological nature.
Usually, the software emergent properties include non-functional requirements (quality, complexity, performance, maintainability, safety, reliability, security, interoperability, dependability [2] ), because they are formulated at the system level [33] [34] [35] [36] . Given this fact, non-functional requirements contain the degree of internal indeterminacy (degree of subjectivity) [34] .
The current component-based technologies has no satisfactory support for specification of non-functional properties [35] . Having non-functional requirements on a lower priority means that most likely the requirements are not thought of until the system is implemented and tested. The non-functional requirements are a typical example of emergent properties because it appears only when the system is assembled together. Nowadays non-functional requirements play increasingly important role [37] .
Emergent properties should be predicted at the early stages of the software life cycle for the further successful overcoming of the difficulties of software systems integration. But the evaluation and prediction of emergent properties at the early stages of the life cycle is the challenge during the software design, because the emergent properties must be assessed with respect to a thorough knowledge of the system and environment [14] .
Today there are many works, which show the attempts to detection of the software emergent properties. There are approaches: 1) the chronological approach as part of Software Process Improvement (SPI) [9] ; 2) the comparison of software systems with natural groups with emergent behavior -for example, a group of migratory birds or ant colonies [11, 12, 18, 19, 38] ; 3) approaches and techniques from biological and social systems, physical sciences [7] ; 4) multi-agent formal methods [19] : WSCCS, X-Machines; 5) UX-aware model for software requirements [10] ; 6) the use of the aspectoriented programming technology [39] ; 7) semantic validation of emergent properties in component-based simulation models [8] ; 8) the use of service-oriented architectures (SOAs) [7, 15] ; 9) on the basis of the information model on SysML language [33] ; 10) on the basis of the use of the game theory [15] ; 11) the research agenda to deal with emergent misbehavior in complex software systems [15] .
According to the Software Engineering Institute (SEI), the effective tool of the development and verification of software systems quality is the systems analysis, because it provides the means to deal with the degree of indeterminacy of software system [40] . System analysis proves that the system functions depend on the functions of its components, but isn't their simple sum. And the presence of the emergent properties is one of the most important features of the system [41] [42] [43] . So, the use of the system analysis is the prospective tool for the detection and evaluation of the software emergent properties.
Regarding the techniques for testing of the emergent properties, we should clearly define their place in the life cycle of the software system, and also types of testing. Because the emergent properties are displayed only at the system level, then for their identification we should use the integration testing and system testing. On the other hand, the special case of the emergent properties is nonfunctional requirements. Then the non-functional testing, including testing of security, compatibility, reliability and performance (including stability, load, stress testing), are acceptable to the detection of the emergent properties. But we should remember that the main problem of the appearance of the emergent properties is in the plane of interaction of "subsystems-interfaces-data-external influences", for which there is no testing methodology.
Despite a plethora of definitions and methods, a practical approach to identify and validate emergent properties in newly composed simulation models remains a challenge [8] . There has been active research in defining emergence, all of them explain the nature of emergence and emergent properties, but are not formalized and are not suitable for modeling and prediction of emergent properties. In addition, all approaches are theoretical. There is no statistics about: for what projects the approach was used and what effect it has given (as these projects were ended). Therefore formally detection and validation of the emergent properties and automation of this process remain a key challenge.
III. IMPACT OF THE SUBJECT DOMAIN INFORMATION
ON THE KNOWLEDGE GAP SIZE During the software project, we often can not estimate the share of the informational indeterminacy of the project. Identification of the information, that appears in the process of interaction of "subsystems-interfaces-dataexternal influences", is especially difficult. Identification of future properties of developed software, which will display this information (emergent properties and emergent behavior), is even more difficult task. Figure 5 depicts the situation, characterized by premature design decisions and their documentation, prior to understanding the design and its emergent properties. Figure 5 shows an area, referred to as the "knowledge gap," that is the result of the practice and the root cause of many engineering failures [13] . The knowledge gap
The fact of partial non-consideration of the subject domain information at the different stages of the software life cycle testifies that the size of knowledge gap is not constant for software project -during the lifecycle it can increase and decrease, since new information appears and it should be taken into account. The subject domain information at the different stages of the life cycle is not fully considered in the software quality models and standards. And the overview of famous software quality models and standards in [44] this confirms.
The presented on Figure 5 viewpoint on the knowledge gap does not quite correspond to reality. We assume that partial consideration of the subject domain information in the software quality models and impact of information on only finished product ( Figure 6 ) lead to increase of the knowledge gap size during the life cycle (new boundaries of knowledge gap are delineated dotted line on Figure 7 ), that can be the cause of the software accidents and disasters. For safe software functioning the knowledge gap size is desirable to reduce (such boundaries of the knowledge gap are delineated dotted line on Figure 8 ). This can be done by the full consideration of the subject domain information in the software quality model and standards ( Figure 6 ).
Knowledge gap contains the software emergent properties. The subject domain information may be valuable for prediction and detection of the software systems emergent properties. Such information will reduce the size of the knowledge gap, and detected emergent property ceases to be emergent property. The reducing of the number of software emergent properties will increase software quality. The detection of the emergent properties by consideration of the subject domain information in the software quality models Figure 7 .
The real size of the knowledge gap with non-consideration of subject domain information in the software quality models (NOW) Figure 8 .
Knowledge gap with the consideration of the subject domain information in the software quality models (NECESSARY) So, further efforts should focus on development of software quality models that will provide full consideration of the subject domain information during the software project life cycle.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The research of modern methodologies of software quality evaluation and approaches of the emergent properties detection provides the conclusion that the significant proportion of current software quality problems is caused by the insufficient attention to its emergent properties and to the subject domain information that appears during software project life cycle. In addition, the authors found that effective methods and approaches for software emergent properties detection in principle were not developed. Nowadays, the authors assume, that the research agenda to deal with emergent misbehavior in complex software systems by Jeffrey C. Mogul [15] is the most perspective of all the above approaches of the software emergent properties detection. But in general we need the fundamentally new approaches related to the full consideration of the subject domain information in the software quality models.
The main source of the emergent properties are interaction of "subsystems-interfaces-data-external influences". During software projects development there is gap of knowledge about the developed software characteristics. This gap emerges by reason of the lack of knowledge about the information, that will appear in the interaction of "subsystems-interfaces-data-external influences", and about the characteristics, that it will display. In addition this gar emerges by reason of the partial consideration of the subject domain information in the software quality models and standards. The size of knowledge gap is not constant for software project. The probability of disappearance of the knowledge gap during the software project life cycle is low, and the appearance of new subject domain information leads to increasing of the knowledge gap size. For safe software functioning the knowledge gap size is desirable to reduce with consideration of maximum subject domain information in the software quality models and standards.
Prospects for our future research is development (evolution) of methodology of software quality evaluation based on the development of methods and technologies of detection, evaluation and prediction of the software emergent properties on the basis of system analysis, and full consideration of the subject domain information in the software quality models.
